In three-dimensional trapped Bose-Einstein condensate ͑BEC͒, described by the time-dependent GrossPitaevskii-Ginzburg equation, we study the effect of initial conditions on stability using a Gaussian variational approach and exact numerical simulations. We also discuss the validity of the criterion for stability suggested by Vakhitov and Kolokolov. The maximum initial chirp ͑initial focusing defocusing of cloud͒ that can lead a stable condensate to collapse even before the number of atoms reaches its critical limit is obtained for several specific cases. When we consider two-and three-body nonlinear terms, with negative cubic and positive quintic terms, we have the conditions for the existence of two phases in the condensate. In this case, the magnitude of the oscillations between the two phases are studied considering sufficient large initial chirps. The occurrence of collapse in a BEC with repulsive two-body interaction is also shown to be possible.
I. INTRODUCTION
In trapped Bose-Einstein condensates ͑BEC's͒, it is well known that collapse occurs when the two-body interaction is attractive and if the number of atoms N exceeds a critical value N c , as in the case of atomic condensates with 7 Li ͓1͔. In this case, experiments with attractive two-body interaction have been performed ͓2͔, with results consistent with the limitation in the number of atoms and with the growth and collapse scenario. As the nonlinear terms presented in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation ͑NLSE͒ ͑cubic, quintic, and so on͒ are due to the first terms of an expansion of the effective many-body interaction in the mean-field approximation ͓3͔, a study of stability of the equation that describes BEC's is necessary, considering the observed few-body interactions that occur in the atomic gas. When the overall sign of the effective many-body interaction is negative, we have the conditions for the occurrence of collapse, with the stability of the condensate being restricted by the number of atoms.
We should stress that the criteria for stability usually involves one parameter: the number of atoms. Here, in order to introduce a criterion for stability of a trapped condensate with two-and three-body effective interactions, we introduce another parameter: a chirp, that is related to the initial focusing ͑defocusing͒ of the cloud. Without a trap, a chirp parameter was previously introduced in Ref. ͓4͔ to study the stability of the NLSE; with a trap, the stability was studied in Refs. ͓5-7͔. One should also note that an oscillating condensate always has a chirped wave function, where the chirp is proportional to the time variation of the width, which is a periodic function of time. Thus a real condensate, for example in optical traps, always has a nonzero initial chirp, that should be taken into account.
Collapses for two-and three-dimensional geometries of a NLSE with trap potential were investigated in Refs. ͓1,8͔, where the corresponding critical numbers were obtained ͓9,10͔. These works are extensions of Zakharov and coworkers' theory of collapse ͓11-14͔ to the case when an additional trap potential is included. The trap potential helps to prevent the collapsing process, which cannot be avoided if the number of atoms exceeds the critical limit. In Refs. ͓8,15͔, considering the moments method in the analysis of the equation for the average squared value of the width, ͗a 2 ͘, the influence of the corresponding initial condition on the collapse was emphasized. Variational approaches were also used by many authors for an analysis of the stability of NLSE, and proved to be useful in many aspects ͑see Ref. ͓4͔, for example͒. The variational approach ͑VA͒, using a simple Gaussian ansatz, gives a reasonable description of the conditions for collapse, and also an approximate value of the critical number of atoms. It is interesting to apply the time-dependent variational approach to describe the dynamics of a BEC with attractive two-body interactions, and in particular to study the influence of the initial conditions ͑using a chirp constant b in the wave function͒ on the stability of a BEC. This can be important for condensation in optical traps and in strongly inhomogeneous traps. Also, recently ͑in Ref. ͓16͔͒ a stability analysis was performed, using both VA and exact calculations, considering that the condensate can unstabilize by tunneling, due to quantum fluctuations.
When the two-body interaction term is switched off, for example by tuning an external magnetic field ͓17͔, the threebody interaction term can play an important role. Thus it is interesting to study collapse conditions in a model with a trap potential term and an attractive three-body interaction ͑quintic͒ term. Recently, in Ref. ͓18͔ , the collapse in a onedimensional ͑1D͒ model with attractive three-body interactions was investigated. The trap was narrow, and induced a radiative loss of atoms, reducing the number below the critical value, which made an arrest of the collapse possible. The two-dimensional case, with cubic nonlinearity ͑two-body interactions͒, may be useful in modulation theory around the Townes soliton ͓19͔. Then it is possible to estimate the role played by the continuum.
In the present work, we first consider a review of the stability criterions, without application of initial chirp. Next we analyze the role of an initial chirp in the wave function of a stable condensate with an attractive two-body nonlinear term, which can be useful for actual experimental analysis in BEC's. A generalization of this study of stability is considered with the inclusion of a three-body interaction term in the NLSE. Such a study can be relevant to the perspective of atomic systems with enhanced three-body effects, that can occur as the two-body scattering length is altered ͓17͔.
When a positive three-body interaction term is included in a trapped 3D NLSE with negative two-body interaction, there already exists the possibility of extending the region of stability of the equation to a larger number of atoms, with the occurrence of two stable phases in the condensate ͓20,21͔. In Ref. ͓3͔, the frequency of the collective excitations in denser ͑liquid͒ and dilute ͑gas͒ phases of the condensate was calculated. Here we investigate a bifurcation phenomenon related to the time variation of the width parameter of the theory, by switching the oscillations from one phase to the other. The present study is done with the aid of a time-dependent variational approach for the collapse of the atomic cloud in a 3D model with harmonic trap potential. We compare the predictions of the VA with exact numerical simulations of the partial differential equation ͑PDE͒. As detailed in our conclusions, the Gaussian VA gives a good estimate of the observables in the region of stability, and begins to deviate from exact results when the system is close to the collapse conditions, and particularly for the unstable solutions ͑maxima͒ of the total energy. For this regions, where the Gaussian VA fails, one should improve the ansatz or take the results as a qualitative picture to guide the exact numerical calculations.
In cases without traps, the NLSE was previously studied by Vakhitov and Kolokolov ͑VK͒ ͓22͔, where a criterion for stability was settled. This and other criteria for stability in nonlinear systems have been studied and extensively used by many authors ͑see Refs ͓23,12͔, and references therein͒. The VK criterion was recently detailed in Ref. ͓12͔ . When a trap potential was added to a NLSE with a negative cubic term, an alternative stability criterion was derived in Ref. ͓7͔, after considering similarities between BEC atomic systems and compact objects like neutron stars. Recently, the VK criterion for a trapped BEC with a cubic term was formally demonstrated in Ref. ͓24͔ .
In recent numerical studies ͓3,21,20͔ one can also observe that the VK criterion is not generally valid; it cannot be extended, for example, to the case of a trapped system with both attractive cubic and repulsive quintic terms. The solutions can be stable irrespective of the sign of the derivative of the eigenvalues of the NLSE with respect to the number of atoms, d/dN. When g 3 is positive, and for a large enough number of atoms, the NLSE is stable and d/dN can be positive ͑see, for example, Ref. ͓3͔͒, implying that the criterion cannot be extended to a trapped NLSE with two-and three-body terms. Here the nonvalidity of the VK criterion is clearly verified when we have a positive harmonic trap, with two-and three-body nonlinear terms with opposite signs.
We extend the study of the stability of the NLSE with cubic ͑two-body͒ and quintic ͑three-body͒ terms, through the analysis of chirp response, and through the frequency of collective excitations. By applying the perturbation techniques to the theory of nonlinear oscillations ͓25͔, we also derive the frequency of weakly nonlinear collective excitations. This study extends the numerical calculations performed in Ref. ͓3͔ for the frequencies of collective excitations.
One should also note that such a study is of actual interest, as recently Ref. ͓26͔ reported observations of nonlinear oscillations in BEC's of a gas with rubidium atoms. The present study can be of interest not only to atomic BEC's but also to other branches of physics and mathematics, where nonlinear effective interactions are added to a trapped potential in the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, in, e.g., optics and soliton physics.
In Sec. II, we give a description of the model, using a variational approach for a system with D dimensions. In Sec. III, we derive an expression for the chirp parameter that is considered in our analysis of stability. The maximum initial chirp to keep the system oscillating in the same phase, around a minimum of the energy, without collapsing or without a phase transition, is obtained in this section by considering both variational and exact numerical calculations. In Sec. IV, we follow the study of Sec. III, and obtain frequencies for the linear and nonlinear oscillations. In this section we consider the presence of both cubic and quintic terms, in several different configurations. The VK criterion of stability is discussed in Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI, we present our concluding remarks.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
In this section we will consider the dynamics described by a NLSE with a harmonic potential and with cubic and quintic terms. Using a variational approach for a system with D dimensions, from the Lagrangian we derive an expression for the anharmonic potential considering the mechanical analogy.
The time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii-Ginzburg equation, that will be considered in the present approach, is given by
In this equation and in the following equations, the explicit space and time dependences of the variables and parameters are implicit, unless it is necessary or convenient for clarity. The time derivatives will be denoted by indices t. In Eq. ͑1͒ we assume dimensionless variables: the unit of energy is ប/2, the unit of length is ͱប/(m), and the unit of time is 1/. VϵV(r ជ ) is a static trap potential, and we assume a harmonic oscillator with spherical symmetry given by V ϭr 2 in the present units. 2 and 3 are the parameters of the two-and three-body interactions, which in general can be complex quantities. The imaginary parts of 2 and 3 describe, the effects of inelastic two-and three-body collisions on the dynamics of BEC's, respectively. In the present paper, we are not considering dissipative terms, and such cubic and quintic parameters are real. 
͑5͒
For a system with D dimensions and radial symmetry, the averaged Lagrangian expression is given by
Analyzing the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations,
where i refer to the variational parameters ͓A(t),a(t),b(t), and (t)͔, we obtain a t ϭab ͑9͒
and
͑10͒
Equation ͑9͒ expresses the chirp parameter b via initial focusing ͑defocusing͒ (a t ) of the wave function. Combining Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒, we have
Comparing The anharmonic potential is derived using the mechanical analogy. By explicitly using the dimensions in Eq. ͑5͒,
results that can be identified with
where
The total energy for a BEC system with N particles is given by
So, for the dimensionless quantities, we obtain ‫ץ‬U ‫ץ‬a ϭϪ͑D ͒a tt . ͑19͒
With Eq. ͑11͒, we have the anharmonic potential in dimensionless units:
.
͑20͒
Correspondingly, from Eq. ͑2͒, the chemical potential is given by
͑21͒
The asymptotic limit a→ϱ for U(a) is the same as for the oscillator ͓U(ϱ)→ϱ͔, and is not determined by the parameters P and Q. So, the only limiting condition that is strongly affected by these parameters is the limit aϭ0. When Q 0, the three-body term is dominant in the limit
. Two cases have to be considered: QϽ0 gives us U(0)→Ϫϱ, and QϾ0 will give us U(0)→ϩϱ. As the other end is fixed by the oscillator condition ͓U(ϱ) →ϩϱ͔, in the first case (QϽ0) we cannot obtain more than one maximum and one minimum for finite a, that will depend on the sign and relative value of the parameter P. The case QϾ0 can be very interesting if PϽ0: at both ends U(a) goes to ϩϱ, such that in between we can have two minima and one maximum for the total energy. The two minima will represent two possible phases, and a rich dynamics can be described by the NLSE. From this analysis, we should note that a phase transition is possible only when QϾ0, with PϽ0. When Qр0, there is only a single phase.
B. Critical parameters for stability
The relevant extremes of U(a) are given by the real and positive roots of
In such extreme positions, we obtain
In Table I we show the particular cases, from the above three equations, where exact analytical solutions can be found for the extremes of U and the corresponding critical parameters for stability. We note that, once a solution for a system with D dimensions and Pϭ0 is known, the same solution can be used for the roots of a system with 2D dimensions and Qϭ0, by just exchanging P and Q. When D ϭ2, the result P c ϭϪ1 for the particular case when the quintic term is zero (Qϭ0) is well known, and corresponds to ϭ2 in Ref. ͓30͔ . The solutions will be unstable for Pϭ Ϫ͉P͉ with ͉P͉Ͼ1.
Actually, one of the interesting cases occurs when the cubic term is zero ( Pϭ0), for Dϭ1 and 3, in view of the possibility of altering the two-body scattering length by an external magnetic field ͓17͔. If this condition is realized ( P ϭ0), the effect of the three-body nonlinear term in the mean-field approximation of the condensate will be enhanced. In case such a three-body ͑quintic͒ term is negative, as shown in Table I , the present variational ansatz gives analytical estimates for the critical parameters, and for physical quantities such as the mean-square-radius, energy and chemical potentials. In Sec. IV we study this case in more detail.
Other particular cases occur when phase transitions are possible. As explained above, these situations can only occur if both parameters P and Q are nonzero and QϾ0 with P Ͻ0. An absolute collapse is not possible in the condensate; hower, one can obtain transitions between two phases. This implies that, for a system with a two-body attractive interaction and a three-body repulsive one, as we increase the number of atoms in the condensate (͉P͉ increases͒, we can reach a critical limit where only one phase ͑stable͒ remains. In other words, for a particular value of Pϭ P c , the position a of one of the minima of U coincides with the maximum, and we have an inflection point of U. 
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As an example, in Table I we show one particular case where we have a phase transition, and also an analytical solution for one of the roots of Eq. ͑22͒, when Dϭ3. We can observe that this condition is realized if 0Ͼ Pу P c ϭϪ(1/8)
(1/4) . When Qϭ P 8 , the critical limit occurs for P c ϭϪ(1/8)
(1/4) and we have three roots for a s , given by a s1 ϭa s2 ϭ͉P c ͉ϭ0.5946 and a s3 ϭ0.4696.
A typical plot of the potential U(a) as a function of the width a, and the corresponding phase portrait defined in the plane (a t ,a) for negative 2 and positive 3 , is given in Fig.  1 for the case Dϭ3 of a stable BEC. The parameters for the attractive cubic and repulsive quintic terms used in the figure are such that nϭ1.948 and g 3 ϭ0.016, corresponding to P ϭϪ0.5495 and Qϭ0.0099. The number of atoms corresponds to the situation in which we have two minima with the same value for U(a). From the variational expressions given in this section and our mechanical analogy, one should observe that, in the pictorial example of Fig. 1 , if we have a solution located at the right minimum ͑for example͒ it cannot migrate to the left minimum, unless the chirp parameter corresponds to an energy greater than the difference between the right minimum and the maximum that is in between.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE OSCILLATIONS OF THE BEC IN THREE DIMENSIONS
The different dynamical regimes in the condensate oscillations can be described by the cross sections of the curve of U(a) with the levels of the effective total energy. Following our mechanical analogy, we have
where P R is the momentum conjugate to R, given in Eq. ͑14͒. In our dimensionless variables, the corresponding initial Hamiltonian is given by
where Eq. ͑9͒ was used. Thus, by varying the initial conditions a 0 and b 0 , we alter H 0 . This case was recently analyzed using the moments methods in Refs. ͓1,8,15͔, under some specific assumptions. The assumption a t ͉ 0 ϭ0 was considered in Refs. ͓1,15͔, and
͓15͔, a generalization of the Weinstein criterion for the collapse ͓14͔ was obtained, in the case of three dimensions, and when there is only cubic term in the NLSE.
It will be interesting to derive criteria for stability more generally applied, using a variational approach and by comparison with results obtained with numerical simulations. For this purpose, we should first obtain expressions for the meansquare root that extremizes the total energy. In the variational approach, for D dimensions, the equations for the total energy and chemical potential are given by Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒. So, where Dϭ3, the equations corresponding to Eqs. ͑22͒, ͑23͒, and ͑24͒ are
. ͑29͒
Here we should note that an exact expression for the Hamiltonian, corresponding to the VA given by Eqs. ͑20͒, can be derived for the general case. This will be useful for the exact numerical calculations that we are going to perform in three dimensions. We consider the following scaling in the wave function of the system ͓24͔:
Then, for the total Hamiltonian, we obtain
where It is interesting to observe that when the two-body interaction is zero, the exact result for the chemical potential is twice the mean-square radius, as shown above ͓in agreement with the variational result of Eq. ͑29͒, where a s 2 ϭ2/3͗r
As specific cases will be considered in the next subsections, we will discuss this point in more detail. For now, we can use the specific example of Qϭ0, represented in Fig. 2 , in order to illustrate the validity of the general criterion ͑also valid for Q 0) that we consider. In this case, we have just one minimum and a maximum of U(a). A given chirp b(t) in the wave function corresponds to the square root of the kinetic energy, given by the Hamiltonian in Eq. ͑26͒. With a small initial chirp, we should have oscillations around the minimum of U(a). The square of the chirp must be larger than the difference between the minimum and maximum of the effective potential energy U(a) for the system to become unstable. So, from Eq. ͑26͒, and given that H 0 is conserved, we can derive a minimum criterion for stability. The given kinetic energy ͑related to the chirp͒ must be smaller than the corresponding variation of the potential energy, in order to maintain stable oscillations around the minimum ͑where aϭa s1 ). The initial chirp b 0 must satisfy the condition
where a s2 is the value of a corresponding to the maximum of U(a), and a s1 corresponds to the minimum of U(a). The maximum initial chirp is given by
From the above equation, we should also note that the critical values for the number of atoms, related to the parameters P and Q, can be obtained by the condition that U(a s2 ) →U(a s1 ). We should also observe that the chirp parameter is introduced in the exact wave function by an exponential factor, as in the VA ͓see Eq. ͑4͔͒. The frequency of the linear collective oscillations, L , is another relevant quantity with which to analyze the stability of the condensate. When the system becomes unstable, it reaches the value zero. From the radial variation of the force around a minimum a s1 , obtained from Eqs. ͑27͒ and ͑28͒, L , in units of the trap frequency , is given by
5 .
͑39͒
One of the requirements for the instability of the BEC is that L is zero, when the minimum and maximum of U disappear. So it is convenient to analyze the critical points when the system becomes unstable; at such points, the system collapses ͑if we have only one minimum͒ or one of the phases ͑characterized by a minimum͒ disappears. From Eq. ͑28͒, .
͑40͒
We can only have two minima ͑given by a s1 and a s3 ) and one maximum ͑at a s2 ) for negative P and positive Q. In this case, two critical limits are possible, corresponding to the situations in which the position of one of the minima, a s1 or a s3 , is equal to the position of the maximum ͑one of the phases disappears͒. Note that in the critical limit we have a min ϭa max ϭa c . In the next two subsections, we will consider particular cases in which we have only one nonlinear term present in the NLSE: a cubic term or a quintic term. The discussion of more general cases, where both terms are present in the NLSE, we leave for Sec. IV.
A. Case of QÄ0, with attractive two-body term
The roots for the maximum (a s2 ) and the minimum (a s1 ) of U can be obtained from Eq. ͑27͒:
Combining this equation with Eq. ͑40͒, we have 1 3
In the critical limit ͓31,5͔,
, P c ϭϪ 4
ϭϪ0.53499,
where Eqs. ͑41͒ and ͑13͒ were used. With the above root of Eq. ͑41͒, the other roots can also be easily found numerically for any value of P. Given P, once we obtain the positions of the minimum (a s1 ) and maximum (a s2 ) of U, we can calculate the value of the maximum initial chirp for the collapse, using Eq. ͑38͒:
Our results, when we have only the cubic term in the nonlinear effective potential (Qϭ0), are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 , for PϭϪ0.1693 ͑corresponding to nϭ0.6), in the lower frame we show the phase space given by a t versus a.
In the upper frame, we have the total energy, in units of N(3/2)ប, as a function of a. In Fig. 3 , in the lower frame we show our results for the maximum initial chirp b 0,m , as a function of n, for stable solutions. n is the reduced number of atoms, given by Eq. ͑13͒. In this figure, we also represent the total energy ͑upper frame͒ and the average of the square radius, ͗r 2 ͘, as a function of n. The static variational expression for the maximum initial chirp was derived from Eq. ͑9͒ and energy conservation requirements given by Eq. ͑37͒. The circles correspond to results obtained by the time-dependent VA, by increasing the initial conditions for the chirp until the system collapses. We also obtain results for the maximum initial chirp using the same Eq. ͑37͒, considering exact PDE results for the observables presented in the equation. The results for the static case are represented by a solid line, and those for the timedependent case by squares. We observed small differences in the absolute values of b 0,m when considering the trail b 0 as positive or negative. This fact can be qualitatively understood by a small dephasing of the wave that occurs near the wall of the oscillator, when it is bouncing back.
For the mean-square radius, we observe that the VA results approaches the exact PDE results in the unstable branch in the limit n→0. These results are consistent with results obtained in Ref. ͓24͔ , where it was shown that, for a trapped NLSE with a cubic term, the unstable branch of the chemical potential diverges in the limit n→0, with ͗r 2 ͘ collapsing to zero ͑this limit is the nontrapped solution of the NLSE͒.
B. Case of PÄ0 with attractive three-body term
As in Sec. III A, for a stable condensate the maximum initial chirp is given by Eq. ͑38͒, where the roots are given by Eq. ͑27͒. The real and positive roots correspond to stable solutions, such that only one is meaningful when QϾ0. When QϽ0, we obtain two real and positive roots of a, where 0ϾQуϪ1/4. These roots are
where the minimum of U is given by a ϩ (ϵa s1 ), and the maximum by a Ϫ (ϵa s2 ). The critical limit occurs at a c 4 ϭ1/2 or Q c ϭϪ͉Q c ͉ϭϪ1/4. From Eqs. ͑45͒ and ͑40͒,
and the frequency of the linear collective oscillations, L , near the minimum is given by FIG. 3 . Results for Qϭ0, as functions of n, the reduced number of atoms defined in the text. In the upper frame we have EϭnU, the total energy in units of (N/n)(ប/2); in the middle frame, the mean-square radius ͗r 2 ͘, in units of ប/(m); and, in the lower frame, the maximum initial chirp. In the critical limit, n c ϭ1.8965
and P c ϭϪ0.53499, the total energy is given by EϭnUϭn c ͱ5
ϭ4.2407, corresponding to E T ϭͱ5N c (ប/2).
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In Fig. 4 , we present the main results of this subsection with Pϭ0. As noted in Eqs. ͑29͒ and ͑36͒ ͑the variational and exact expressions, respectively͒, the chemical potential is exactly twice the mean-square radius. In the plots, the VA results are shown by dashed lines and the exact PDE by solid lines. The variational critical limit QϭQ c ϭϪ1/4(a c 4 ϭ1/2) corresponds to n 3,c ϭ1.2371 where n 3 is the reduced number of atoms, that is given by the normalization of the wave function. In this case, Eq. ͑12͒ will give us the relations between ͉Q͉, ͉ 3 ͉, and n 3 : 
a result consistent with no limit in the number of atoms if 3 →0.
In Fig. 4 , we also observe that ‫‪n‬ץ/ץ‬ 3 Ͻ0 ͑branch of minima͒ and ‫‪n‬ץ/ץ‬ 3 Ͼ0 ͑branch of maxima͒ correspond, respectively, to stable and unstable solutions. We note that a localized stable structure can only exist for positive . The results in this case, that the effective interaction contains only a trap and a quintic term, are in agreement with the VK criterion ͓22͔. The observed exact relation between the chemical potential and the mean-square radius (ϭ2͗r 2 ͘), in the present case, 2 ϭ0, was proved in Eq. ͑36͒.
In the branch with unstable solutions, we observe numerically that in the limit n 3 →0 the wave function approaches the form ϰexp(Ϫr solution is proved analytically to be an irregular solution of the oscillator ͓Recall that, when 2 ϭ0 and 3 ϭ0, in Eq. ͑2͒, the regular oscillator solution gives ϭ3; for the irregular solution in the origin we have ϭ1 in our energy unit (ប/2)͔. Thus for unstable solutions, with small ͉Q͉, the Gaussian ansatz ͑started by considering the exact regular solution of the oscillator in the limit n 3 ϭ0) fails. By keeping ͑artificially͒ the Gaussian shape for the unstable solutions, the radius is forced to be zero. This explains the discrepancy between the present VA and PDE results in the unstable region. A more appropriate ansatz for the trapped NLSE ͑when 2 and/or 3 is nonzero͒ could be built by considering the two ͑regular and irregular͒ solutions of the harmonic oscillator.
Even considering the discrepancy between VA and PDE results for unstable ͑maxima͒ solutions, there is a reasonable agreement for the results obtained for the maximum initial chirp b 0,m , as shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , we have a variational result for the potential energy as a function of a, and the corresponding phase space, as in Figs. 1 and 2 . Static predictions on the PDE are also in good agreement for the maximum initial chirp. In PDE calculations we have numerically verified small differences between negative and positive b 0,m , as in the case analyzed and explained in Sec. III A ͑related to Fig. 3͒ . Using Eq. ͑38͒ with Pϭ0, the maximum initial chirp is given by
Results for Pϭ0, as functions of the reduced number of atoms n 3 . The total energy is given in the upper frame, in units of (N/n 3 )(ប/2); in the middle frame we have the chemical potential in units of (ប)/2; and, in the lower frame, the frequencies of the collective breathing mode. In the VA, the critical limit for stability, QϭQ c ϭϪ1/4, corresponds to n 3,c ϭ1.2371, where Eϭn 3 U c ϭ2ͱ2n 3,c ϭ3.499 ͓corresponding to E T ϭ2ͱ2N c (ប/2)͔. The above result shows that, when the three-body parameter is negative and small, the maximum initial chirp is ϰ͉Q͉ Ϫ1/4 , or ϰ(1/ͱn 3 ), as shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. DYNAMICS OF BEC WITH TWO-AND THREE-BODY INTERACTIONS
In this section, we analyze the cases where we have nonzero cubic ( 2 ) and quintic ( 3 ) interaction terms in the NLSE. The different possibilities relative to the signs of the two and three-body interactions are studied in the next three subsections, where we exclude one of the cases in which the signs are the same. When Q has the same sign as P, the basic physical picture is not essentially altered in comparison to the cases already discussed, where one of these quantities is zero. However, it is worthwhile to examine the changes in the collective excitations when 2 and 3 are positive, as such observables can be useful to obtain information about possible manifestations of three-body interactions.
A. Case of repulsive cubic and quintic interactions
" 2 Ì0 and 3 Ì0… From Eq. ͑39͒, one should observe that the frequency of the collective oscillations will decrease as we increase P, or if the position of the minimum, a s1 , decreases. As all quantities present in Eq. ͑39͒ are positive, this frequency in the VA has an upper limit at the value 2ͱ2, such that a reasonable frequency of oscillations around the minimum will be smaller than that ͑also see Ref.
͓32͔͒.
The effects of the unharmonicity of the oscillations can be taken into account by the expansion of the effective potential near the bottom a c on the power of deviations yϭaϪa s1 . Then, applying the perturbation techniques to the theory of nonlinear oscillations ͓25͔, we find the frequency of weakly nonlinear collective excitations,
The equation for y(t) is
where is the amplitude of the oscillations. The correction to the linear frequency is proportional to the square of the amplitude of oscillations of the condensate. The above estimate of the nonlinear oscillations in BEC, when both the two-and three-body terms are positive, can be a relevant piece of information to determine a possible manifestation of three-body interaction in the condensates, and its magnitude. We should observe that recently, in Ref. ͓26͔ , an observation was reported of nonlinear oscillations in BEC's of a gas with rubidium atoms.
Let us estimate the amplitude of oscillations of the width of the atomic cloud. The points of maximum and minimum width are defined by the section points of the line H 0 ϭconst with the potential curve U(a). For large width, a ӷ1, we can obtain the estimate
where ϩ(Ϫ) ϵ max (min) . It is natural to assume that the asymptotic value of the width is the averaged value between max and min .
B. Case of attractive cubic and repulsive quintic interactions
" 2 Ë0 and 3 Ì0…
In this case, there is no collapse, but the condensate can have up to two distinct phases when ͉ 2 ͉ is smaller than a critical value. From the beginning, when 3 ϭ0, U has one minimum at aϭa s1 and a maximum at aϭa s2 . By considering a fixed positive ͑and small͒ 3 , a second minimum of U (a s3 ) appears, corresponding to a denser phase in the condensate. As we increase the value of ͉P͉, we can reach a critical value where the minimum of the normal phase disappears ͓3͔.
When H 0 /3Ͻ⌬Uϭ͉U(a s2 )ϪU(a s )͉, with a s ϭa s1 or a s3 , we have small-amplitude oscillations near the fixed point a s . With H 0 /3Ͼ⌬U, the character of the oscillations changes, and we have large-amplitude oscillations, due to the FIG. 6 . For 3 Ͻ0 and 2 ϭ0 (QϽ0 and Pϭ0), with n 3 ϭ0.5, as in Figs. 1 and 2 , we present results of the VA for the total potential energy U as a function of a, and a plot of the phase space of a t vs a. motion of the effective particle between the wall given by the repulsive three-body interaction and the other curve given by the quadratic potential. With a s close to a s3 and H 0 /3Ͻ⌬U 2 ϭ͉U(a s2 )ϪU(a s3 )͉, the condensate oscillates with an amplitude restricted from below by a s2 .
The position of the minimum a s1 of U(a) is defined by the equilibrium between two-and three-body interactions; the positions of the other extrema of U, the fixed points a s2 and a s3 , are mainly defined by the contributions of the twoand three-body terms. These considerations allow us to obtain analytical expressions for such fixed points, that are given by the real and positive roots of the equation given by the first derivative of U (a) .
In order to analyze the frequencies of the linear oscillations ͓given by Eq. ͑39͔͒, we return to Eq ͑40͒, where P ϭϪ͉P͉ and Qϭ͉Q͉. The physically relevant situations occur when ͉P͉ is a fraction of 1 and QӶ1. Of particular interest are the cases where two phases ͑corresponding to two minima͒ are possible, at aϭa s1 and aϭa s3 .
Let us consider, for example, the particular case examined in Table I , that we have a one-point solution given by a s1 ϭ͉P͉ and Qϭa s1 8 ϭ͉P͉ 8 . This example is chosen not only for convenience but because it is not far from a more realistic situation. Usually we scale the normalization of the wave function with a value of n that is directly proportional to ͉P͉. Thus the three-body parameter 3 is related to the particular point we are considering. The critical limit in this case is given by ͉P c1 ͉ 4 ϭ(1/8) (͉P c1 ͉ϭ0.5946) and Q c1 ϭ1/64, as shown in Table 1 , corresponding to n c1 ϭ2.1078 and g 3 ϭ0.021 ͓see Eq. ͑13͔͒,respectively. At such a critical limit the frequency of the linear oscillations around the minimum a s1 goes to zero ͓In a practical situation, before the system reaches this critical limit in the normal phase, it tunnels to a denser phase, when both energies are equal͔. With ͉P͉ larger than ͉P c ͉, there is only one phase ͑minimum͒ corresponding to a denser phase. As we reduce the value of ͉P͉, we reach a second critical point at a s2 ϭa s3 ϭ͉P c3 ͉, where a s3 is the position of the minimum of the denser phase. A given value of ͉P͉ should be between the limits ͉P c3 ͉Ͻ͉P͉Ͻ͉P c1 ͉ for the existence of two phases.
Thus, for the normal phase, we note that the corresponding frequencies of the oscillations are approximately given by the harmonic oscillator, with L1 ϳ2 ͑twice the trap frequency͒. This can be seen in previous cases, where one of the nonlinear terms is zero and the other is small.
Consider the case exemplified in Fig. 1 , where P ϷϪ0.55 (nϷ1.95) and QϷ0.01 (g 3 ϭ0.016), and the corresponding roots for the minima are a s3 Ϸ0.386 and a s1 Ϸ0.726. Using Eq. ͑39͒, we can observe that the frequency of the oscillations in the denser phase, L2 ϭ4.493, is much larger than the frequency of the normal phase, L1 ϭ1.339. If we take more realistic parameters like for example, g 3 ϭ0.001 and nϭ1.5, using Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑27͒, we obtain a s1 ϭ0.840 ͑minimum of the ''gas'' phase͒, a s2 ϭ0.434 ͑maximum͒, and a s3 ϭ0.105 ͑minimum of the ''liquid'' phase͒. The corresponding frequencies of the linear oscillations of the two phases are L1 ϭ1.73 and L2 ϭ258. So, in general, we observe that it should be expected that
This unequality for the frequencies was also confirmed in numerical PDE calculations done in Ref.
͓3͔.
The amplitude of the nonlinear oscillations in the dense phase can be found from the observation that a s3 Ӷ1. Then terms with a Ϫ6 and a Ϫ3 are dominant in the effective potential energy, and an approximate solution can be found:
͑56͒
An interesting phenomenon occurs when the initial a t ͉ 0 ϭa 0 b 0 is large. Then the character of the cloud oscillations will change, from oscillations near a s1 and a s3 to largeamplitude oscillations defined mainly by the quadratic potential ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Let us estimate the criterion for the bifurcation phenomenon in the oscillations. Taking into account the expression for the energy H 0 , the bifurcation point is given by
The result is shown in Fig. 7 , using our Gaussian VA, which gives us a qualitative picture of the exact results that were already presented in Ref.
͓3͔.
In Fig. 8 we show a full numerical PDE calculation for a system beginning in the gas phase, which corresponds to the right minimum of the Fig. 1 . Our results show that for a small chirp (b 0 р0.10), the mean-square radius oscillates with small amplitude, according to its collective frequency. Applying a stronger chirp, near b 0 у0.11, we observe transitions back and forth between two phases, characterized by different amplitudes of the oscillations. As b 0 is large enough we observe that the oscillation pattern remain almost FIG. 7 . VA results for the total energy and for the corresponding maximum initial chirp, as functions of the reduced number of atoms n, when we have an attractive two-body interactions and a fixed repulsive three-body interaction with g 3 ϭ0.016.
fixed for large amplitude. A similar picture can be seen if we begin in the denser phase, with different initial conditions given by the chirp. These results were obtained by using the exact PDE calculation, and they are in qualitative agreement with the VA approach. The quantitative agreement between the VA and the exact PDE deviates considerably in the phase transition region. This should be expected, as we are far from the harmonic-oscillator behavior, in a region where an improvement in the ansatz is necessary.
C. Case of repulsive cubic and attractive quintic interactions
" 2 Ì0 and 3 Ë0…
As both two-and three-body nonlinear terms are nonzero and have opposite signs ͑with attractive three-body and repulsive two-body interactions͒, one could expect a behavior similar to the case that was analyzed in Sec. IV B, and also represented in Fig. 1 ͑where the two-body interaction is attractive and the three-body interaction is repulsive͒. But contrary to such expectation, this case shows a different behavior for a small radius, and no phase transition is possible. We observe that in this case the system can collapse, as the behavior for a small radius is dominated by the three-body term, which is negative. This is represented in Fig. 9 , in a variational plot of U(a) versus a, together with a corresponding plot for the phase space.
In Fig. 10 , we present the breathing-mode collective excitations for a few values of g 3 calculated in the variational approximation. The collective excitations show that even for small negative g 3 a limited number of atoms is allowed in the condensate. Now only a region of stationary condensate-the denser phase-exists. Two points exist that extremize the energy: one, a s1 , is stable; and the other, a s2 , is unstable. Here the situation is similar to the cases where we have a single attractive nonlinear term ͑cubic or quintic͒; the condition for collapse, in terms of the initial chirp b 0 , is such that it must be larger than b 0,m given in Eq. ͑38͒.
One should note that this particular case ( 2 Ͼ0 and 3 Ͻ0) can be relevant in an analysis of experiments with BEC's performed with atomic systems that have repulsive two-body interactions. No collapse is expected if a real threebody effect is not manifested, or if the possible three-body effect is also repulsive. However, an attractive three-body effect will change this scenario, as the system must collapse for a certain critical maximum number of atoms. In this perspective, the present analysis shows that experiments with BEC's may be useful in detecting negative three-body forces. The corresponding maximum critical number of atoms for the stability of the condensate can also be obtained (a) , and, in the lower frame, a plot of the corresponding phase space of a t vs a. We have nonzero values for both two-and three-body parameters, with 2 Ͼ0 and 3 Ͻ0 (g 3 ϭϪ0.5).
FIG. 10. Collective excitations for the breathing mode of the condensate for a positive two-body interaction ( 2 Ͼ0), and for a set of negative three-body interactions ( 3 Ͻ0), as shown inside the figure. from the present approach, by taking the limit b 0,m →0 ͑or a s2 →a s1 ). For instance, when g 3 ϭϪ0.5, the critical number n can be obtained from the right-hand side ͑positive 2 ) of Fig. 11 .
In Fig. 11 we present, for a fixed attractive three-body interaction with g 3 ϭϪ0.5, the total energy E, the meansquare-radius ͗r 2 ͘, and the chemical potential, as functions of the reduced number of atoms n multiplied by the sign of the two-body interaction. We consider both negative ( 2 Ͻ0) and positive ( 2 Ͼ0) two-body interactions, and the value of g 3 ϭϪ0.5 was chosen for numerical convenience. The variational approach ͑dashed line͒ gives a good description of the minima for small ͉n͉, but fails for the maxima solutions, as one can see in the figure when comparing with the exact results ͑solid lines͒. In agreement with the variational results of collective excitations, the number of atoms allowed is limited to a critical number n c ϳ3.5 ͑the corresponding exact result is ϳ2.93). For a more realistic value of the three-body parameter, with g 3 ϭϪ0.01, the exact critical number is n c ϳ4200.
In the upper frame of Fig. 11 we show a similar pattern for the minimum and the maximum of the energy, as already described with 3 у0 when 2 Ͻ0 and with 3 Ͼ0 when 2 ϭ0. Such results also indicate that an initial wave function with a larger enough chirp can make the condensate unstable, and that the corresponding magnitude of b 0,m can be inferred from the absolute difference between the maximum and minimum of the energy. This implies that, when we have a positive two-body interaction ( 2 Ͼ0), the presence of a negative three-body term ( 3 Ͻ0) can be detected in principle even if a number of atoms has not achieved a critical number. The initial maximum chirp plays a relevant role in this case.
V. VK CRITERION
In the context of stability analysis of NLSE bound states, the orbital stability, or stability with respect to the form, was first settled by the so- The validity of the VK criterion appears to be solidly consolidated by the above-described formal demonstrations, and by the specific cases that have been considered. These results appear to support an extended range of applicability of the VK criterion to the NLSE. In the several cases that we considered in the present paper ͑by an exact numerical procedure and also by a Gaussian variational approach͒, the applicability of the VK criterion is out of the question in the cases that have been examined by other authors. We have also confirmed the applicability of the criterion in the case when we have only a trap and a quintic term in the effective interaction, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The validity of the VK criterion cannot be extended to a trapped NLSE with two-and three-body terms, when the two-body term is negative, as one can observe from the results obtained in Ref. ͓3͔ . This is an unexpected result, considering that the criterion is applicable for nontrapped systems ͑with cubic and/or quintic terms͒, and also for the trapped cases when we have only the cubic or the quintic terms ͑and also in the cases that both terms have the same sign͒. The VK criterion is also not applicable when 2 Ͼ0, as observed in Fig. 11 , on the right side of the plot. The criterion fails particularly in the region near the oscillator solution ͑where ϭ3), where we can observe that ‫‪n‬ץ/ץ‬ Ͼ0 in a stable branch ͑upper͒ and also in the unstable branch ͑lower͒. ͑We recognize the stable branch as the one that corresponds to minima of the energy.͒ Therefore, in the present work, we confirm the conclusion about the limitation of the VK criterion: The nonvalidity of the VK criterion is verified numerically when we have a positive harmonic trap, with two-and three-body nonlinear terms with opposite signs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The stability of a trapped condensate, with two-and threebody nonlinear terms, was studied in the present work, considering several aspects, as the initial conditions in the wave function and the validity of the Vakhitov-Kolokolov criterion. For the initial conditions we considered a chirp parameter, which is related to the initial focusing ͑defocusing͒ of the cloud. A nonzero initial chirp b 0 introduces oscillations in the condensate near the minimum of the energy, such that it can lead a previously stable system to collapse, when b 0 reaches a maximum limit b 0,m that corresponds to the energy difference between a minimum and a maximum of the total potential energy. So, in the presence of a fixed value of the chirp, the number of atoms of a stable condensate with an attractive interaction is smaller than the corresponding value when the chirp is zero. When the potential has two minima ͑when cubic and quintic terms are present in the NLSE͒, related to two phases of the condensate, a bifurcation phenomenon is predicted depending on the value of the initial chirp. A maximum initial chirp can affect the system in such a way that the oscillations can switch from a gas phase to a liquid phase, and vice versa.
The present study was performed by using exact numerical solutions of the partial differential equation, as well as by a corresponding variational approach. Analytical predictions based on the time-dependent VA, using a Gaussian ansatz, were qualitatively confirmed by the exact time-dependent numerical simulations. We would like to point out the advantages of the Gaussian VA when comparing with the moments method, which encounters some difficulties in deriving collapse conditions even in the pure attractive two-body case, for some classes of the initial data ͑the sign of the timedependent function in the equation for the mean-square radius, ͗r 2 ͘, is not defined ͓8͔͒.
The VA starts to deviate from the exact results when the system is close to collapse conditions, and particularly for unstable solutions ͑maxima͒ of the total energy. For these regions, where the Gaussian VA fails, one should improve the ansatz or take the results as a qualitative picture to guide the exact numerical calculations. In this respect, one should note that, for a NLSE without a trap potential, it is well known that the time-dependent variational approach fails to describe the region near the collapse ͓12,13͔.
Considering that in this work we have shown the relevance of an initial chirp parameter to study the stability of the condensate, we should observe that a good estimate for such a parameter relies on a good approach to determing both minimum ͑stable͒ and maximum ͑unstable͒ solutions for the total energy. The Gaussian VA is in good agreement ͑quantitatively͒ with exact results for the minima, but can only give a qualitative description for the maxima. Still we can observe that the VA calculations of the chirp parameter, when compared with exact numerical calculations, are in reasonable agreement. We also would like to point out that the present approach can be extended to study the stability of chirped laser beams in inhomogeneous three dimensional media with Kerr nonlinearity.
Finally, the main results of the present work are as follows: ͑i͒ A chirp parameter in the wave function was shown to be useful to study the initial conditions for a stable condensate to remain stable. ͑ii͒ We showed that the VK criterion cannot be extended to cases of a harmonic trapped BEC when the nonlinear two-and three-body terms have opposite signs. ͑iii͒ If an atomic system has a repulsive two-body interaction, collapse is possible if the effective three-body interaction is negative. By this perspective, one can use the observed critical number of atoms in order to determine the corresponding three-body parameter.
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